The powerful and ingenious method of Chacón and Ornstein [l] , later simplified by E. Hopf [ó] , has led to a proof of the ergodic theorem for general operators which is in many ways definitive. The purpose of this note is to show that if Abel convergence is used instead of Cesàro convergence, then a proof of the corresponding limit theorem is obtained which is of extreme simplicity. The argument below shows that Abel convergence, rather than Cesàro convergence, is the natural limiting process to be associated with the method of Chacón-Ornstein-Hopf.
Our simplification of Hopfs proof can be given in a few lines; we follow some of the steps in Hopfs basic Lemma 1. The proof given below can however be read without knowledge of Hopfs paper.
Let T be a positive operator (T/^0 if/^0) in Li(S, 2, p.) and LxiS, 2, p.), where (5, 2, u) is an arbitrary measure space. Assume that T is a contraction (|| T\\ ¿ 1) in the first space, and that it is bounded in the second. The Abel-ergodic theorem states that for every / in LPiS, 2, p.), 1 <p < <x>, the limit 00 lim (1 -X) H T*fis)\* = lim (1 -X)äx/(j) X-+1 n-0 X-*l exists for almost all 5 in S. The associated Abel-maximal theorem states that the function 00 fis) = sup H T"fs)\" 0<X<1 "_o is of class Lp whenever the function / is of class Lp, oo >p> 1. The maximal theorem can be used to prove the Abel-ergodic theorem by using standard techniques (cf. Dunford Basic Lemma. Let T be a positive contraction operator in LiiS, 2, p), and let f be an integrable real function on the measure space (5, 2, p).
Let A = {51 sup0<x<i Rifs) > 0}. Then fAfs)pids) è 0.
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It is in proving this lemma (or variants thereof) that the difficulty of the ergodic theorem lies. The following is a short proof. We omit the argument j in functions (Jis)=f), unless it is indispensable. Following E. Hopf, we define the functions hn by the recursion hn+i = Th" -hn, h=f,
where /+ = max(/, 0) and -/~ = min(/, 0). It is obvious that A~+1
ÚK-Letting Ä±(X) = 2"-o ^»X", we obtain the equation
that is, shuffling terms,
Taking coefficients of the power series we see that /= y% hk -Ty^^ht-K whence Jf^-JK (using the fact that fTg^fg for all positive g). But fAf^Jf, since/ is negative on the complement of A, hence the proof will be complete if we can show that h" decreases to zero, or, equivalently (since h+hr = 0), that for every point s in A, there is an n for which ht(s) >0. But this is a trivial consequence of the main hypothesis! Indeed, from (*) we get, dropping a positive term, (I-\T)h+Çk) ^/, whence, inverting (the inverse exists and preserves order for 0<X<1 since T is a positive contraction) h+(X) ^ XXo Tnf\n. The hypothesis now gives sup0<x<i h+(\)>0 on A, so that for every s, some coefficients ht is) must be positive, q.e.d. It would be interesting to use the same method to give a proof of the Abel analog of Chacon's ergodic theorem [2] .
